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In ncticeably ..t:iitte:-; about institutions such as

, re I i4tion :And eshicat ion
, itt ;t itt ion .4 t...toric appears to be in

the forefront of tho ittitnlo c,w.e.

Kefitive of that change phenomenon which th, sehject of explor-,

atian in this i-tudy--th.r, suc:es.;:r.11! kaceerist who drops out ot his

;p:Itiou into an ,Ilternate t:o s,,Im to k(10 the scope of

Lhi.s
, hut. tin.: rc ark. .1 v no !mope/

view work as the only me,ins of soeletal

chanv,:t in work attitudes is not,lnie enough to rt,teie a wide amonnt

irtettclon in manv Fir..ties. There are those who focus their attention on how

it is manifestLd among the vouch, ci.in4 the counter-culture revolution as a

precipitating factor. Others see reasons intrinsic in work itself as causative

in fanning the flames of occnpati:inal dissatisfaction among the employed of all

ac,es. toth groups cite sn, h concepts ls alienation, lack of meaning, boredom,

the need for self-actualition, and a sense of bein4 eY.ploited, as important

reaor-; for a ;:eneralizod Hri(Ar'sinos with work and itts inTacL on the quality

if e.

Thi'; Hlan4e Ir.titu.A, towa!H seemingiv ht.is effoct_ on the whole

of :.icnpational careor,,. Aad the success ethic as measured bv one's

ifeer ei;caiition (see Tarnowioski, 10/)). People iire more mobile within their

career3, moving from one company to another within their particular field.

thers ire Hnanging careers in a wide range of degrees, that is, from one field

to another similar one (priest to social worker) or to a vastly different one

(ponomist to opera singer). However, the di,gree of response by some, who have

hpen successful in their careers, has been particularly dramatic. Thev have

drorped out of the established i:nreer cyole seeking an alternate life .style,



t!Lit expocti?d of the middle middl,.-nited person socialized by

tbe "Pri:testant Etnid."

resI,onso to the ne,' wAys oi abon/ attitudes has pro-

luded tnis i;ronp cf :art-or dropou::: %;:1, ,
:dent ifiJble throuli career

chtniic ,:r.s!up's ma,tazin, iption lists, lournalistic nccounts in

natiL,a newsp.ipers iuJ Ibroncil werd ol Re:-..earoh !nrougli Jn explorry

tedhuique of ep,,n-ended ,interYiews has produced this.

vepec of :he ntbilrarily I C'eleU "c.ireer dropout", who hJs deviated from thc

norms.

att-nti-n 11:is heel: ,:iven to the subject o! :al-our concern, it has

.ftalnly been L:,_iunL:',1 on ".ireer chairginif" if;ileppJrd and Herrick,

Levinsdn, 19'1'); Rapoport, 1970; Jacques, 1963; Hie:it:And, 1971; Ftetson, ;971).

ditin::tion was z:ade in this study, however, between "career changers" nnd "cnreer

droppers".

Career sud:ess lost its meaning for some oF those who had achieved it. Mani-

'.'c=:tations of chat loss occmyed to the eY.tent that many middle-aged persons

o::C of tho!se careers Lo pursuf alternate lifestyles. This study locused on

direcr ,dropouts.

Further, the attention that has been given to problems surrounding work in

Af-crica has centered around concepts of frustrn: ion, disillusionment, alienation,

of meaning, boredom, the sense of being exploited, nnd the need for self-

,- nct found in occupational car,.ers. Responses to work dissatifaction

Are :sdid to range from suicide old alcoholism to-career ohnnging and/or dropping

out. (So, Task Force Report .;ork in America, 1973).

The issues that are raised by this phenomenon fof:us around several questions.

From the perspective of the society, how should this phenomenon be viewed? Should

it be seen as a thrfsit that valuable people are being lost? There is a loss to



.-1 investment in training .1nL1 experience to consider. or, should these

iropoets be addressed as.henHn in flicir impact, and simply considered as a recur-

r,-b,-e of the "hohemian" syndrome: P. riii,flos, dropping out is only A transitional

....:se :or those who will reenter the c.frer cycle, and th- issue is raised ot what

m;:banisms can be developed societally to oicilitate reentry. Then, the issue of

r,'sillocation of work and leishife time through a lifetime as Kreps (1.971) has

.1-mo.sted may at issue here. Or ti,e que:-oion of thy dfopping-ont phenomenon may

-im: ly related to the chronologial development phase ot the- -"mid-life" crisis.

in odlition, there ar, prcti,-al questions caised .:hout this group and bow

tO :4;1!,,rAin A lilt' i!.yit dissimilar to the one experienced durin: their

E prtt.lr.lt i on Mnki: if any? What impact (i id it have

n :hoir iamily lite! their ret:itivc WIlAt fears and surprises did they experience?

'Oas therc .f relation between their leisure skills and their present source of income?

was their residential life style hotahlv changed into communal type living arrange-

m.-nts: These questions and the larger issues comprise the purpose behind this explor-

otion: to give further insight, rather than give conclusive answers to the phenomenon

o the mid..ile-agd successful career dropout. This research has been focused almost

-olti:-ely 1,:hAt vas s,fid by A si.'leett-A study group of ,mireer dropouts about them-

-o-ives and their anormal a,fion with the intention of establishing just what the

Ho4aeo ;ire, ^s well as to Faise questions for future stod7.

The answers to these i-4sue questions were sought by the research procedure

d.;m-i'bed here. Data were s,..curf.d through open-ended personal interviews with forty

oe between the ages of 28 and )0 had dropped out of their careers. The field

data were analyzed and organized into a framework developed from the same data. Pat-

terns were established and utilization was made of the data to illustrate six areas

of concern: the frustrations leading to the act. of dropping out; the preconditions

or precipitating cvent.S ,-nabling the aio; the a,cess to alternatives to remaining in



..:areer; the coinmiLt jug of the dct_ of dropping out; the sustaining of the

dropout status; and the impact (,f supportive groups and organizations.

To bring this exploration of middle aged, middle class dropouts into a

con,:eptu.11 fous, the following concepts wore dealt with: work is an important

institution in krierican society; career changing is an emerging c.oncern of re-

searchers ani policy makers; career dr,Tping out is a notably unique phenomenon

some suspected associations with concepts such as alienation, anomie, and

,luce and o-,-.portunitv; and finally, deviance, as conceptualized by Becker in

h s sequential modet of deviance, is a useful way to view the study group

dropouts in the presentation of the data.

Be:ker suggests that the process by which one becomes a deviant, such as

a marihuana user, should account for how a person happens to be in a situation

where it is available to him; and why he is willing to experiment with it in

the first place; and further, why he ,.ontinues to use it. Becker affirms that

7 dos not become a user without going through the process of (1) having it

available, (2) trying it, and (3) continuing to use it. He suggests that the

explanation of each step is an integral part of the accounting for the resulting

behavior. The three basic steops in Becker's theory of a sequential model of

deviance are, (1) the committing of a nonconforming act, (2) the sustaining of

the pattern of deviance, and (3) the movement into an organized deviant group.

in this research the study group was defined as "voluntary dropouts from

su.-cessful careers and who were occupationally defined as 'middle-aged'. Brief

definitions of the terms used in that description are presented to conceptually

clarify what those terms mean.

Careers are defined here as that occupational pursuit which consumed a

gf.rneraLly greater portion of the study groups commitment, energy and time, is

economically substantive; and is often that for which the person had been educat-

ed or trained.
6
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l'he successful aspect of the career implies that the subject had re,Lh,d

a level or status coterminous with his age in his particular occupation. Up-

ward mobility, position and salary r;inge were used as indicators of that success;

newever, in addition, credit was given to the interviewee's perception of whether

his status at the time of dropping out could be viewed as "successful."

Voluntary dropouts are those persons who were not fired, or released from

t!-,.:!ir occupations at the behest of their employcrg. The voluntary aspect is

important here because it represents a positive personal action rather than a

systemic reaction. Although one could quibble over the word dropout, as, indeed,

some of those interviewed did, preferring a more positive label to describe their

actions, the intention in this research meant the removal of oneself from an al-

ready structured, societally condoned occupational career.

Another term which caused some consternation among the interviewees was the

use of the term middle-aged. Several intervieweesespecially if they were under

frty years of age, denied the accuracy of the term until it was pointed out that

viewed in terms of what Sofer (1970:54) calls "age-status asynchronization" (that

point where one should be in his career at a certain age), one could be occupa-

tionally defined as "middle-aged" as early as twenty-eight years of age. And

further elaboration of the concept of middle-age was made by asking the inter-

viewees if they lived to be ninety years of age and divided their lives into

thirds, what the age range for the middle third would be. Whether the answer was

:onvincing or not, this technique points out the arbitrariness with which one can

label another middle-aged. In this case it refers to the occupational definition

of middle-age.

A composite picture of any study group presents problems in that readers may

tend to generalize from the picture. The composite presented here is the result

of some quantifying worked out from the data. That leads to approximate figures

7
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with words like "average," "most," "many," used descriptively. There is an

applicable saying that "The average man is the one who thinks he isn't."

There is no average dropout. Only an adding and dividing of certain character-

istics as well as some specific accounting developed into the following picture

gleaned from the findings more fully described in the dissertation. Background

characteristics as well as those at the time of the interview are included in

the'following description.

Averaging an age of thirty-nine when they dropped out, and age,forty-two

when interviewed, the study group were mostly married with dependents. They

grossed annual incomes ranging from $8,000 to $40,000 when they dropped. Approx-

imately one-half had a Bachelor of Arts degree or its equivalent. The other

. half had earned at least a Master's degree and/or Doctorate degrees. Their

fields ofoccupations included eleven in education, six in engineering, five in

advertising, three business managers or administrators, two each in real estate,

art., securities and social services, one each in research and chemical industry,

one bank vice-president, and an international interpreter. Most dropped out be-

tween 1969 and 1973.

Following the act of dropping out, there was a short period of mobility.

The group then settled down in rural and urban settings. Some remained in their

original residences, living alone, or with their families. A few moved into col-

lective living groups for economic and social support. Several built their own

homes on property purchased from savings or liquidation of assets, utilizing gar-

dening and other self-sustaining means for survival. Odd jobs, entrepreneurial

enterprises, writing, and occasional consultantships provided small incomes.

Others used invested savings prior to dropping out for income and some had spouses

who worked in money-making jobs. Nearly all worked hard at either odd jobs or in

developing their small farm-like living environments, or maintaining their urban

8
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residences. At the time they were interviewed (1972-73), these incomes which

were revealed by them ranged from $2,000 to $25,000 annually, several having

increased their incomes after dropping out by utilizing creative abilities not

used in their prior occupations.

With that composite in mind, what these findings mean is of concern next.

There is an indication that "quality of life" valt:es are no longer centered on

the extrinsic factors of work, pay, status, etc. Instead, meaning, self-ex-

pression, autonomy and the like are of sufficient concern to workers that they

are looking for changes, either within their occupation or out of it. Although

this idea has been supported by the studies of blue collar and management level

careerists cited earlier, the pciture is raised that a contagious effect of drop-

out models will seduce more white collar and professional careerists into the

dropout mode of reaction to work in the established occupational system. In-

creasing inflation, job uncertainty, fear of the deleterious effects of a de-,

pressive economy in general, disillusionment with the "Great American Dream,"

lack of trust in the ethics of those controlling their lives in government, in-

dustry and academia, as -well as a personal sense of "having been robbed in life,"

in spite of societally valued career achievements--all seem to contribute to this

growing malaise.

The findings of this research describe only one small segment of those who

have responded in a noticeably unorthodox way to that malaise, by dropping out.

The apparent association between career changing and career dropping, however,

makes investigation of the latter important as increasing public and private at-

tention is given to career change at middle age.

Many frustrations with the work situations in which the careerists had

succeeded dealt around the general theme of lack of fulfillment. Seeing them-

selves as not finding a valued meaning in their work appears to be the result of

9
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:heir definition of what work ought to be, which differed from what it appeared

to be to them. This theory of unfulfilled aspirations has been dealt with in

other studies (sec Stockford, 1969), but dramatic responses such as dropping

out had not occurred.

These elements of dissatisfaction such as boredom, oppressiveness, pla-

teauing, exploitation, Lack of autonomy and meaning either are the result of

unrealistic expectations in their careers, or a changing sense of values which

some say occurs particularly at middle age (Neugarten, 1970; Levinson, 1972;

Jacques, 1965).

To respond as they did to this career unhappiness would seem to point out

that the group is composed of strong "risk" takers. The findings did not sub-

stantiate suc1i-4a,.hvpothesis. Rather, it seems that their definition of the value

of working or not working made the trade-off to drop more appealing. Their des-

criptions of their work histories indicated that they were the people who stayed

in their same careers and who carefulLy planned their exit by being somewhat

secure before they dropped out, rather than being risky.

A working hypothesis that the act of dropping out waS an impulsive reaction

to being "fed up" with the work did not find much substantiation from this study

group. Their investing, saving, buying property, continuing with working spouses,

or having a foot in something else indicates a "security blanket" preparation by

most of the group. Career changers described in other studies had similar economic

security before leaving their old careers (see Clopton, 1973; Dunning and Biderman,

1973; and Hiestand, 1971).

Associated with this was the initial response when they actually dropped out.

Nearly all needed some sort of new structure through which to unwind from a fully

employed to a non-employed state. The planned trips, volunteer activities, sabba-

ticals, 4-day weeks, leave of absence testing, as well as the structuring of pro-

1 0
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jects suggest a continuing need For the structure they supposedly rejected.

However, the difference seemed to be the Importance of their need to have con-

trol over the Structuring of their livesthat is, it was necessary for them

to self-impose the structure rather than have it institutionally "laid on". them.

Of all the preconditicins and precipitating events which helped seduce the

dropouts to take action, economic assets and lack of dependents and responsi-

bilities seem to be of great importance. This is in keeping with Becker's

(1963) notion that deviance is not necessarily the result of intrinsic person-

ality differences, but of circumstances which are ripe for such action.

In addition, the findings indicate that the contagious effect of other

people dropping out helped them in their decisions. The importance of having

an identifiable reference group is indicated here. The need for the supportive

encouragement of their unorthodox behavior by friends, groups, and literature

was demonstrated in the references the interviewees wrote to them. The ideology

of those whose values were similar further confirmed the action for some of the

dropouts.

A combination of several described conditions leads to the interpretation

that an escape from the impact of the urban crisis was an unstated but possible

precondition to dropping out. The pull of already owning rural living property;

the need for personal friendships; the desire to have greater control over their

lives, and other such desires may well be descriptive reactions to what Hauser

(1965) summarizes as the unhappy results of bigness in population, government

and the economy which among other things separated a man's work from his residence.

While, as Clark (1971:98) has pointed out, the Problem may be an ideological one,

the pull away from the urban area is real. He said,

American cities are in a state of crisis today, beset by a host of
financial, political and environmental problems, But the chief pro-
blem, in my view, is none of these. It is psychological...We are
still torn between our romantic dream or rural utoPia and the crying
needs of urban life.



It could also be suggested that many of the dropouts who moved from

urban to rural areas apparently were as lafinenced by that romantic dream

as by the negativism of work. They would probably agree with Thomas Jeffer-

son's assessment of cities when he said they were more "pestilential than yel-

low fever, to the morals, the health and the liberties of man." Certainly,

the findings indicate that more liberty and better health was seen by the

study group to be a plus in their move to Ole country.

Of those who did not leave their urban settings, and the one who moved

from rural to urban, it could be supposed that a preference for an anonymity

and privacy is valued by them as much as by Cox (1969:109-120) when he extolled

the virtues of urban living, compared to small town living.

The need for C011ective living by some in both urban and rural settings

seems to have been built on those psychological needs described by Kanter

(1972:7) in her study of current communal experiments. She suggests,

Although a number of today's communal experiments began with
religious or politico-economic critiques of society, the majority
are based on a third, psycho-social critique. This critique re-
volves around alienation and loneliness, both social isolation
and inner fragmentation. It holds that modern society has put
people out of touch with others and with their own fundamental
nature. It rejects established society's emphasis on achieve-
ment and instead adopts as its credo 'self-actualization' or
'personal growth'. These utopian visions revolve around creating
liberating situations that are conducive to intimacy and psycho-
logical health, enabling people to 'grow' or to 'do their own
thing.' Society is seen as pushing people apart and forcing
them into narrow roles that do not express their total selves
nor allow them to explore their deepest and fullest human poten-
tial. In one way or another, modern institutions are considered
'sick'; they are felt to be instrumental in promoting the neurotic
behavior at the root of our most pressing social problems.

From the illustrations cited in the findings, the collectives seem to be a

saving source for those psycho-social negatives in their lives, providing them

with a useful reference group as well. The importance of ideologically agreeing

support groups, whether personal or via media does seem to point out the useful-
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.gro::ps snch as thos r:.entioned like Vocations for Social Change?

uot bo useful to fa,:iiitato the droppiag out process by gathering the

H:or:tatien already snpHied by the "old a these groups and through the

li:er,m.,re into a sort or hA:,lbook :or dropping out? Information such as the

the eeonmic planning, the possihle loh opLions, the way to live frugally

1:,! how to us- co resour coulT be mAde availahie to employees v.it per -
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,tddition I. aiding the dr,,pout t st what sort of assistance

cot:ld he .:,iven to sustain the dropout once he is out? Use of income maintenance
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temporarily those whose financinl assets are limited. No doubt some of those who



woulf! want In option to retw.n to careers. What means for offering

tions ould he dovetopel? For e.;ample, is there a place in the higher edu-

:,ition sy,em ah-orb middle-aged men who may wish a new career?

Or are there puniicly supprted Incilities which can test the aptitudes of

o see where they might_ he happier working? And what sort of

lebriefing counseling sessions ceuld be developed to aid system returnees in

r. ':-ganiing their ideologies, skills, and values in a way accepfable to them?

rhese questions which have been raised point to the need for more research

atc phenomenon of sucgessful middle-aged careerists dropping out into an

itern,ie life style. Ameng the researchable possil)ilities are questions con-

cerning the followfng issues:

L. Is there an age-specific relationship to career dropping? For example,

premature career dropping an early disengagement in which the middle-aged

nerson gently phases out_ of an identity while he is still young enough to .!,b-

lish n new one?

T.) what extent are career dropouts persons en route to career change?

Uhat is the dropping out only a transitional step, a sort of self-prescribed

1,11-Li lit'? Is this pattern of deviance merely A pathway to a more normative

one ot career changing?

important is the perception of minimal financial security as an

element in the action of dropping out?

4 Is the dropout pattern a response to multi-dimensional forces rather

than lust a career malaise or rejection? For et-tample, what effect does the con-

vergence of middle age, the youth revolution, economic stagnation, disillusion-

ment with the rewards of delayed gratification, and the emergence of alternatiive

life style models have on the move to drop our? What is the r6lative import of

these various forcesespecially the push-pull aspects?
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ihe social policy implftations which arise from this study seem to in,iicate

a consideratio:: of the following issue:::

What would likely he the impa..t mf income maintenance policies as a

further precipitating factor to encourage the disenchanted worker to drop out?

Chanp.es in one part -of-Jhe system will have an effect on inother part of the

social system. Welfare policie-; as well as unemplmvment programs could make

dropping out easier. Anj this would not necessarily be bad if one takes into

aczount the cu)stliness of worker dissotisfaction already confirmed (see, Task

Force Report on Work in America, 1.9.73).

The o ncept of serial cAceers must_ be explored as 1 solution to career

plateauing. The societal expectation taught through the educational system that

one prepares tor a life-time career must be changed to prepare an attitude of

oc:npational fler.ibility for those entering work. As a part of this change,

means to aid those presently occupied to make career changes must be developed

anzi tried in order to ease the transition for present workers.

3. Institutions such as higher education, early career counseling, career-

.11ange clinics should be funded as demmnstrat ions to both explore and implement

facilitating me,:hanisms to ease the occupational change constraints now existing.

This would likely curtail the already demonstrated problems of wOrk dissatisfaction

which seems to result in pi r menral health, alcoholism, suicide, etc. Continuing

education programs already established in many academic settings is one possibility.

Another type of education change mechanism not necessarily trapped in academic red

tape needs to be developed to enable new learning td take place. Concepts like

campus-free colleges could be developed and researched as possible funnels through

which career changers or dropouts could go.
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In kleneral, a fresh new look at . loh re.lesiy,n, work and leisure allocation,

..:areer development and those values suirouildiw; the institution of work need to

taken if nuhi i rr i :.t i i; H t ho to t lic apparent changes

in work attitudes which precipitate tip. dropout phenomenon.
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